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Abstract

The problem of accurate identification of mechanical properties, primarily hardness and modulus, invariably arises whenever very thin coatings
are considered that consist of single or multiple layers, e.g. in the context of fitness-for-purpose characterisation of coated systems, monitoring
in-service degradation, component lifetime prediction, etc. Rapid developments in the areas of nano-fabrication, nano-manipulation and nano-
technology lead to the increased importance of reliable characterisation of mechanical properties of progressively thinner coatings. Instrumented
small scale (nano-) indentation is particularly well-suited to surface-engineered and thin-coated systems. The present study presents a review and
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efinement of the interpretation techniques for instrumented (nano) indentation for reliable property de-convolution of coated systems. Particular
ttention is devoted to contact modulus and hardness, as the properties that play the key role in controlling the deformation response of any
urface, and affect such service properties as impact and erosion resistance, wear and fretting fatigue resistance, resistance to crack initiation and
ropagation, etc. A flexible multi-scaling power law functional description is introduced and discussed, and its application to various example
ystems is illustrated.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

.1. Motivation

In many situations of industrial manufacture one of the key
roblems is that of achieving optimal service properties of engi-
eering components. Often these problems are best solved by
sing surface engineering techniques, e.g. physico-chemical sur-
ace treatment, or deposition of thin coating layers over the
xisting substrate. This approach minimises the expense of using
igh performance materials, such as very hard diamond-like car-
on films for cutting tool applications, or highly heat-resistant
ttria-stabilized zirconia ceramics for thermal barrier coating on
eroengine turbine blades. It also often provides the best balance
etween the properties of the coating (hardness, low thermal
onductivity) and those of the substrate (e.g. the ductility and
oughness of a load bearing metallic alloys).

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 1865 273043; fax: +44 1865 273010.
E-mail address: alexander.korsunsky@eng.ox.ac.uk (A.M. Korsunsky).

In many such situations the problem of property identification
arises for the thin single or multiple coating layers. Initially the
requirement may arise in the context of fitness-for-purpose char-
acterisation of the coating–substrate system, which is followed
by the need to carry out process optimisation in order to achieve
the best performance. Finally, property identification is impor-
tant in the context of monitoring the in-service degradation, and
for predicting component lifetime reliably.

The conventional approach to the task of system characteri-
sation often relies on full or partial simulation of the in-service
conditions. With this purpose in mind large scale tests of equip-
ment are performed, often to destruction. Clearly experiments
of this kind are extremely expensive and very time-consuming.
Scaled-down laboratory rigs, such as wear testers, are very use-
ful in capturing some aspects of the process. However, they often
require preparation of specimens from small coupons, and thus
cannot be considered as non-destructive.

The alternative to these approaches that is particularly well-
suited to surface-engineered and coated systems is small scale
surface indentation. When an indenter made from a hard material
such as diamond is brought into contact with the sample surface,
921-5093/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.msea.2005.09.126
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the contact initially is purely elastic. This is reflected in the same
load-displacement trace being repeatedly passed during unload-
ing. The information contained in the load-displacement curve
in principle allows the contact modulus of the coating alone
to be determined, provided the range of loads considered is so
small that the substrate deformation can be disregarded. How-
ever, in practice the measurement errors for displacement and
load become progressively larger as the contact load is reduced,
making accurate determination of mechanical properties of the
coating difficult.

Considering the importance of reliable characterisa-
tion requirement for progressively thinner coatings finding
widespread use in industry, this study aims to review and refine
the techniques using instrumented indentation for reliable prop-
erty de-convolution of coated systems. We focus our attention on
two properties of most relevance to the mechanical performance
of coated systems, namely, contact modulus and hardness. These
two parameters play a key role in controlling the deformation
response of any surface, and affect such service properties as
impact and erosion resistance, wear and fretting fatigue resis-
tance, resistance to crack initiation and propagation, etc.

1.2. Article layout

This paper reviews the construction and application of an
approach that aims to identify the underlying relationship
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on the axially symmetric integral equation relating the stress
distribution within the contact area, on the one hand, and the
vertical displacement on the other. The model is implemented
in a highly efficient numerical procedure, and the results used to
formulate a special indentation response function for the coat-
ing/substrate composite. The function parameters can be tuned
up to the observed response, and the ultimate coating-only prop-
erties be extracted in an easy way. In fact, the response to any
applied load can then be routinely predicted.

It is remarkable that the indentation response function suit-
able for describing the hardness variation can also be used for
predicting the apparent elastic contact modulus. The princi-
pal utility of this function is in the ability to de-convolve the
unknown properties without invoking complex and computa-
tionally expensive inverse method procedures.

2. Hardness response

2.1. Background

Understanding the contact response of coated systems to the
point whereby reliable quantitative models can be constructed
both to explain and predict performance is a critical step in the
selection and optimisation of coatings for particular substrates
and applications. However, since the mechanical response of
coated systems will vary with contact severity and scale, it
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etween the observed contact response (displacement of the
ndenter tip under given applied load), the coating thickness and
he mechanical properties of the substrate/coating combination.
he purpose of the study is to provide fast and efficient means
f extracting material property data from indentation tests.

When a suitably sharp indenter is used (i.e. the tip radius
f curvature is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
ontact radius and the coating thickness), then the response of
he system may be assumed dominated by inelastic processes,
uch as fracture or plasticity. In this case detailed modelling of
he elasto-plastic deformation process is required to predict the
oad-displacement curve. However, as a first step we present a
ualitative analysis based on the work of indentation that allows
ome predictions to be made. In particular, it is possible to use
he work of indentation approach to identify the functional form
f the dependence of the apparent system hardness on the inden-
ation depth.

The function identified in this way is termed the indenta-
ion response function. It is used extensively to interpret a series
f displacement-dependent hardness measurements in coated
ystems, The reliability of the fit to experimental data that is
btained using the indentation response function provides some
onfidence in its utility. In order to provide further confirmation
or the use of the indentation response function its predictions are
ompared with both experimental measurements and the result
f elasto-plastic finite element modelling of the indentation pro-
ess.

It is interesting to pose a question about the cases when purely
lastic response is observed. In such cases the solution is not
ensitive to the peculiarities of the material non-linear response.
n the present paper, a semi-analytical model is applied, based
s important to develop soundly-based models that allow the
erformance over a suitably wide range of scales to be success-
ully predicted. In this context, there is general agreement that
t contact scales of dimensions less than the coating thickness
t), the coating dominates the system response, while at scales
hich are very large compared to t, the substrate dominates with
mixed response occurring at intermediate scales. However,
any previous attempts to model this behaviour quantitatively

ave largely failed, generally because they encountered one of
he two problems. The first has been the difficulty of obtaining
ood experimental data at contact scales less than the coating
hickness – something necessary to enable models to be both
onstructed and tested over the necessary wide range of scales
nvolved. The second problem has been the selection of an
ppropriate model that can be applied at all contact scales.
revious models have been of two types, system models which
eparate the measured contact response into contributions
rom coating and substrate without detailed treatment of the
eformation mechanisms in each [2–12], and mechanistic
odels which consider the effect of a given deformation
echanism on the measured contact response [13–15]. System
odels become invalidated when major changes in deformation

ccur (e.g. cracking of coatings) that conflict with assumptions
n which the model is based. Similarly, mechanistic modes
ave significant shortcomings when used to fit experimental
ata originating from systems displaying other modes of
eformation. In general, most coated systems show mixtures of
eformation modes and thus there is a clear need for a model
hich, while having soundly-based physical origins, is capable
f dealing with such generalised responses. There is a further
eed for any such model to be sufficiently mathematically
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tractable as to allow straightforward fitting procedures to be
used.

In the present overview we only provide short references to
some of the most significant previous attempts at describing the
contact response of coated systems. For a more detailed discus-
sion of the historical aspect of the problem the reader is referred
to the earlier paper (Korsunsky et al. [1]). Buckle [2] thought
of the observed hardness as the sum of the varying hardness
values within the plastic zone (or “influence zone”) at various
depths beneath the indentation multiplied by some weighting
factor. The model could explain work-hardening effects, but crit-
ically depended on the choice of weighting factors. Using area
law-of-mixtures approach, Jonsson and Hogmark [3] expressed
composite hardness Hc as follows:

Hc = Af

A
Hf + As

A
Hs (1)

where Af and As are the load-supporting areas of the film and
the substrate, respectively, A the total projected contact area
(A = As + AF) and Hf and Hs are the hardness values for the coat-
ing and substrate. Coating fracture in response to indentation is
implied, i.e. that load support in the coating arises from unfrac-
tured material at the rim of the contact. Geometric consideration
of the rim size led Johnsson and Hogmark to express composite
hardness as
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the plastic zone radii in the coating and substrate. Based on
an expression due to Lawn et al. [11], Burnett and Rickerby
expected χ to take the form of a power law

χ =
(

EfHs

EsHf

)m

(6)

where Ef and Es are the Young’s moduli of coating and sub-
strate, Hf and Hs the hardness values of coating and substrate at
the scale of the contact (i.e. incorporating any indentation size
effects) and m is a constant which can be determined by fitting
to experimental data. This approach is successful at separating
hardness of coating from composite hardness when plasticity
dominates, i.e. there is little or no fracture.

Thomas [12] attempted to use the fact that empirical data for
Hc often fits the form

Hc = A + B

d
(7)

where A and B are constants, similarly to the form of indenta-
tion size effect equation used by Vingsboo et al., Eq. (3), and
effectively treats the coating as a contribution to the ISE. Despite
dubious physical basis this approach gives a convenient and sim-
ple formula

Hf = A +
(

Bc − Bs
)

(8)
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here t is the coating thickness, d the indentation diagonal, and
is a constant dependent on the indenter geometry. The model
oes not capture the indentation size effect (ISE) at small sizes,
lthough ISE behaviour was later included in the form

(d) = H0 + k

d
(3)

here k is a constant and H0 is the hardness at very large
oads was subsequently added to increase the applicability of
he model [4].

The volume law-of-mixtures model originally suggested by
argent [5] assumed plastic deformation response of both coat-

ng and substrate, and was subsequently extended variously by
urnett, Page, Rickerby and Bull [6–9]. Deforming volumes
ithin coating and substrate, Vf and Vs, respectively, contribute

o composite hardness (for Hf > Hs) as

c = Vf

V
Hf + Vs

V
χ3Hs (4)

here V is total volume (V = Vf + χ3Vs) and Hf and Hs both
nclude ISE behaviour of the form

(d) = H1d
n−2 (5)

here H1 and n are the constants, H1 a hardness value at standard
ndentation size, and n is the ISE index (equal to 2 if no ISE
ccurs) [10]. Here χ is a dimensionless factor which represents
he modification to the deforming volume of the soft substrate
ue to the constraint caused by the presence of the coating. This
s expected to be a strong function of the difference between
t

here Bc and Bs are the constants measured for composite and
ubstrate, respectively and A is the large-depth hardness (i.e.
f the substrate). Note that Eq. (8) only provides a value for
f, rather than describing the system response over a range
f scales, that is critically dependent on the empirical con-
tant Bc. McGurk and co-workers [13,14] proposed a model
pplicable coating cracking that identifies the dimensionless
atio:

�H

Ho
∝ Ech

3

d3Ho
(9)

s being a controlling parameter for describing hardness
nhancement. Here �H is the increase in hardness resulting
rom the presence of the coating, Ho the substrate hardness, Ec
he Young’s modulus of the coating, h the coating thickness and
is the characteristic diagonal length of indentation.
In the next section we describe the reasoning behind

n energy-based model that is suitable for different coating
esponse types (cracking and plasticity), is applicable at a wide
ange of contact scales, is easy to fit, relies on few empirical
tting parameters, has some basis in physical reality and has the
otential to be developed into a predictive design tool.

.2. Work of indentation model

In an indentation experiment with a sharp pyramidal or con-
cal indenter, the highest applied load P is almost invariably
ound to relate to the maximum penetration depth, δ, (measured
fter the removal of the load and thus after elastic recovery of
ny surface flexure but ignoring any small elastic recovery of
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the depth of the indentation itself) by

P = Hδ2

κ
, (10)

where H is the measured hardness and is a parameter describing
the indenter geometry. For Vickers indenters δ = d/7 where d is
the indentation diagonal. Similar expressions can be derived for
other indenter geometries. The total energy required to produce
an indentation of depth δ is then given by

Wtot =
∫ δ

o
P dx = Hδ3

3κ
(11)

This is termed the ‘work of indentation’ and, if measured (as
can now readily be achieved with continuous recording indenta-
tion techniques (CRIT)) can be used to define an effective value
of H which usefully describes the resistance to deformation over
the penetration δ. The following derivation of the model will
be based on the application of an ‘inversion’ of this formula,
whereby the hardness is expressed in terms of this energy, i.e.

H = 3κWtot

δ3 (12)

Note that no assumptions need to be made about the way the
energy was expended. The above expression may therefore be
justifiably applied both to the coated system and its substrate
separately. It is the comparison between these two situations
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the indenter, fracture also occurs at larger loads and indenter
displacements (typically, exceeding one tenth of the coating
thickness where substrate deformation starts to assume signif-
icance [15]). Certain similarities also exist for all hard-coated
systems, namely, that coating deformation is most often domi-
nated by cracking, which occurs at the indentation apex, along
the edges of the indenter pyramid, and in the form of circum-
ferential cracks around the indentation perimeter. At low loads,
fracture is localised along the indenter edges, with possibly one
or more peripheral cracks being present. With increasing load,
multiple cracking starts to dominate, producing a web pattern
concentric around the indenter tip.

In the course of model development, plasticity and fracture
must be considered separately, although the resulting models
show some convergence, and are combined into a single master
formula. This formula was found to be as follows [16]

Hc = Hs + Hf − Hs

1 + (β/β0)X
(14)

where the fitting parameters Hs, Hf − Hs, β0 and X are deter-
mined by fitting to the experimentally determined variation of
Hc with β.

2.3. Experimental validation

A series of hardness measurements was carried out using
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hat will be important.
It is clear that the total energy dissipated in deforming the

omposite will contain contributions from both the substrate and
he coating. However, the partitioning of the energy expended
etween deformation of the coating and the substrate will vary
epending on the scale of indentation. It is convenient to start
y considering the case when the indenter penetration depth is
ery large compared with the coating thickness. Under these
onditions the energy term relating to the plastic deformation of
he substrate dominates. The energy contribution from the coat-
ng is very small in comparison, and one can expect to recover
he substrate hardness from Eq. (12). Examining the case for
rogressively smaller indentation depths, it is clear that while
substrate term (given by Eq. (10)) will remain (but become

ncreasingly smaller), a further term due to the coating will start
o become increasingly significant and the energy balance will
avour the coating more and more, i.e. the share of its contribu-
ion to the total energy will increase.

Total energy expenditure is composed of two parts, the plastic
ork of deformation in the substrate (Ws), and deformation and

racture energy in the coating (Wf), i.e.

tot = Ws + Wf (13)

Extensive experimental evidence exists on the indentation of
ard-coated systems. In developing the present approach, we
ave reviewed the similarities between deformation and frac-
ure modes observed in a variety of materials used for substrate
nd coating, and over a range of coating thicknesses and depo-
ition techniques. These observations suggest, that while plastic
eformation usually occurs in both coating and substrate, and
s primarily responsible for the permanent impression left by
onventional Vickers pyramidal testers within the load range
pproximately 10–200 N (1–20 kg), microhardness testing
down to 0.5 N) and nanoindentation (down to 5 mN). The
aterials studied included: diamond-like carbon coatings, arc-

eposited single and multi-layer nitrides and carbo-nitrides of
itanium, vanadium, zirconium and niobium, and electroplated
nd electro-less plated nickel coatings. The substrates used were
ool steels and copper [17].

Fig. 1(a) contains hardness plotted against the indenter dis-
lacement for sample M053 of McGurk [14] of 2.8 �m NbN
n M304. It is clearly unsuitable for interpreting the data and
alidating any models. Fig. 1(b) re-plots the same hardness data
or M053 in partially non-dimensional form. Now, the relative
ndentation depth (β = δ/t) normalises the indentation depth with
espect to the coating thickness, and logarithmic axis is used for
his parameter.

It is now apparent from Fig. 1(b) that there is a transition in
ehaviour which occurs approximately between the points β ∼ 1
nd β ∼ 0.1, i.e. for indentation depths between the full coating
hickness and down to one tenth of the coating thickness. At
epths approximately equal to the coating thickness the hardness
educes asymptotically to the near-substrate value of hardness,
hereas for depths shallower than one tenth of the coating thick-
ess the coating hardness “levels off” at a high hardness value,
hich is likely to be characteristic of the coating itself.
In order to test the capability of the indentation response func-

ion, Eq. (14), to describe the full range of hardness variation
ith indentation depth, a systematic study was undertaken of
ardness of nickel coatings of different thicknesses on copper
ubstrates. Copper blanks were used as cathode of a deposi-
ion bath with the anode made from 99.9% commercial purity
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Fig. 1. (a) A conventional plot of apparent system hardness as a function of indenter displacement for a thin ceramic coating on M304 tool steel. (b) The same data
re-plotted using a logarithmic scale for the normalised indentation depth β = δ/t, and displaying the best fit curve obtained using the indentation response function,
Eq. (14).

nickel. A conventional Watts deposition bath formulation was
used, with the solution consisting of 300 g nickel sulphate, 28 g
of sodium chloride and 40 g of boric acid, dissolved in 1 l of
distilled water. The deposition was conducted at a temperature
of 55 ± 1 ◦C. The current density was regulated using a constant
current power supply, so that the thickness of deposition could
be accurately controlled for each specimen. The electrodes were
mounted a fixed distance apart, and a non-conductive shield was
used to improve the directionality of the current flow between
them, since the uniformity of the coating thickness depends on
the current density distribution.

The coatings were deposited to the nominal thickness of 10,
20, 30, 40 and 50 mm. The resulting thickness differed slightly
from the target values due to the slight variations in the depo-
sition conditions. The actual thickness was measured using ball
cratering and metallographic cross sectioning.

The data for each individual coating was first plotted as
composite hardness versus indentation depth. The plots clearly
possessed a common shape, so in attempt to find a master curve
all data was placed on a single graph with the logarithm of
relative indentation depth, β, used as abscissa. The resulting
combined plot is shown in Fig. 2. It clearly demonstrates that

F
d
T

the overall behaviour of the systems containing coatings of dif-
ferent thickness covering a wide range between 10 and 50 �m
can nevertheless be very well represented by a single function.
The fit curve using indentation response function, Eq. (14), is
included in the plot.

2.4. Finite element simulation

Finite element analysis was used to gain an insight of the
distribution of the mechanical fields in the coated sample during
the indentation process. The indenter was considered as a cone
with a tip angle of 70.3◦ and both the indenter and the layered
substrate have been treated as axially symmetric. The choice
of this angle is justified by the fact that it gives an equivalent
displaced volume equal to that for the Vickers four-sided or
Berkovich three-sided pyramid.

The indentation process was simulated using CASTEM2000
FE package, and the analysis was performed under the assump-
tion of large displacements and small rotations coupled with
mesh updating after each load increment.

From the point of view of interpretation it is convenient to use
the term ‘small indentation’ to refer to the range of relative inden-
tation depths between zero and unity, and to talk about ‘large
indentation’ for relative indentation depths exceeding unity.

To attain suitable fidelity of FE simulation results at all depths
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ig. 2. A combined plot of apparent system hardness vs. the relative indentation
epth for a series of Watts electroplated nickel coatings on copper substrates.
he coating thickness ranged between 10 and 50 �m.
f indentation, from shallow to deep, and to cover at least
decade of scales, three different ranges of relative indenta-

ion depth were considered, and different specific meshes were
enerated for each case (‘shallow indentation mesh’ for rela-
ive indentation depths smaller than 0.1–0.2, ‘medium indenta-
ion mesh’ for relative indentation depths between 0.1–0.2 and
.4–0.5, and ‘deep indentation mesh’ for relative indentation
epth larger than 0.5). Meshes consisted of approximately 4500
inear elements. The choice of the type of element is imposed
y the contact modelling routine used by CASTEM2000. It has
een shown that this choice does not influence the accuracy of
he final results. In order to improve the speed of the computa-
ion, an elastic super-element was used to represent the region
ar removed from the contact zone; the elasticity assumption for
his zone was verified a posteriori. The super-element reduced
he computational time by about 30%.
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Fig. 3. A map of accumulated plastic strain in the coating and substrate during
indentation by an axially symmetric cone punch.

Fig. 4. A comparison between the experimental hardness measurements (grey
circles) and the predictions of elasto-plastic finite element analysis (black circles)
for Watts electroplated nickel coatings (upper curves) and electro-less nickel
coatings (lower curves) on copper substrates.

The indenter was considered as rigid and the layer and the
substrate were considered to be elasto-plastic and obey the von
Mises yield criterion with non-linear isotropic hardening.

The accumulated plastic strain predicted by the model for
the substrate and the coating is illustrated in Fig. 3. A series of
finite element calculations was used to determine the variation of
the composite hardness as a function of the relative penetration
depth, in order to provide a comparison between the predictions
of the model illustrated in Fig. 3, and the observed response
shown in Fig. 2. The value of apparent hardness was computed
from the definition, i.e. by averaging the vertical stress over the
entire contact patch, and is shown in Fig. 4.

3. Contact modulus response

3.1. Background

Similarly to the hardness, the apparent contact stiffness
of the coating/substrate combination undergoes a transition
between the coating-only value at very low loads and the
substrate-dominated value under high loads. Determination of
the behaviour at intermediate values of the relative indenta-

tion depth β requires detailed analysis of the complete problem,
taking account of the specific constitutive behaviour of the com-
ponents. This task of considerable difficulty usually requires
the application of laborious numerical methods. It is possible
to prove, however, that in the elastic case the solution must
depend solely on the combination of the elastic properties of
the coating and substrate, the relative indentation depth, and the
indenter shape. It then possible to pose the question about find-
ing the transition function which describes the variation with
indentation depth of the apparent elastic modulus of the system.
This parameter is deduced from the load-displacement curve
using the formulae for homogeneous substrate. The solution is
required for arbitrary indenter shape, but more specifically we
are particularly interested in the important cases of a flat punch,
and of conical and parabolic indenter profiles. Analysis can fur-
ther include the consideration of punch shape imperfections,
such as a blunted (rounded) tip of a conical indenter.

The methods of the classical theory of elasticity employed for
the solution of elastic contact problems are reviewed in many
monographs. The procedure usually involves two essential steps:
the derivation of the solution for a concentrated force on the
boundary, and inversion of the pair of dual integral equations
for the boundary tractions and displacements, written on the
basis of this solution.

This approach is employed in the present paper in order to
study the dependence of the apparent elastic modulus of a coated
s
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ystem subjected to elastic indentation on the indenter displace-
ent, indenter shape, and the coated system properties. For the

urposes of analysis, it is convenient to consider the variation of
pparent modulus as a function of the relative indentation depth
contact depth normalised with respect to the coating thickness).
he analysis demonstrates that the predicted variation can be
ery well described by a function belonging to the same family
arametric functions introduced for in the previous paragraph.
his result allows the response at any load and indenter displace-
ent to be predicted without repeating the calculation for any

ombination of the layer/substrate properties.
Indenter shape imperfections are well known to impose lim-

tations on the resolution with which the substrate and coating
roperties can be determined. The present approach allows these
imits to be explored quantitatively, with important implications
or experimental data collection and interpretation.

The material parameter that directly governs the indention
esponse of elastic homogeneous substrates is referred to as the
ontact modulus, also known as the plain strain modulus, and
s defined as E* = E/(1 − ν2). It can be expressed directly as a
unction of the applied load P, the punch shape parameter f, the
isplacement of the indenter d, and the contact radius aH(d) as
* = P/2fdaH(d).

The general solution techniques for frictionless elastic con-
act mechanics problems for homogeneous substrates were
ddressed by Sneddon using integral transform methods. The
unctional dependence of the contact radius a on the inden-
er displacement for important indenter geometries, such as the
one and sphere, has the form of a power law. This dependence,
= aH(d), can be used to eliminate the contact radius from the
xpression for the contact modulus. Consequently, E* can be
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defined in terms of the applied load and indenter displacement.
The contact mod is seen to play in the case of the elastic sub-
strates a role similar to that of the hardness in the case of plastic
substrates. Thus, for a coated system the apparent contact mod-
ulus is defined as:

E∗ = P

2fdaH(d)
(15)

Coated systems display some important differences from the
behaviour of homogeneous substrates. Firstly, for coated sys-
tems the apparent contact modulus varies with the indentation
displacement d. Secondly, the solution for the contact radius
as a function of the applied force or indenter displacement is
not available for the case of coated systems in closed form,
and expressions for the apparent contact modulus cannot be
obtained.

3.2. Integral equation solution

To analyse a series of indentation problems and to check
the validity of the proposed indentation response function, we
compute the solutions of elastic indentation problems using a
boundary integral approach proposed by Yu et al. [18]. The
fundamental advantage of this approach is that both the pressure
distribution under the indenter and the displacement profile
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as collocation points for internal representation of functions and
the kernel. This approach allows the boundary integral equa-
tion to be transformed into a linear algebraic system and easily
solved.

For smooth punches and incomplete contact conditions, the
correct value of the contact radius was found by imposing the
condition of vanishing contact pressure at the edge of the contact
region. Once again, an iterative procedure was used with the
dichotomic method, starting with an initial value corresponding
to the contact radius in the case of a homogenous substrate.

In order to speed up the numerical computations, one of the
memory control options of Mathematica was used (the command
form was f[x ] := f[x] =. . .). This avoids repeated evaluation of
the same expression, for example, encountered in the integral
equation kernel. We also used the automatic compilation pro-
cedure in order to speed up the evaluation of functional calls.
The accuracy of the solution procedure was tested by compar-
ison with the well-known analytical solutions for homogenous
substrates.

Fig. 5(a) illustrates the variation predicted by the model
with a conical indenter of the apparent contact modulus for a
coated system with the following parameters: νs = 0.3, νf = 0.2,
Es = 100 GPa, Ef = 500 GPa. It is clear that the indentation
response function (continuous lines) provides an accurate rep-
resentation of the observed variation. At the same time, once the
fit parameters are determined, prediction of the apparent contact
m
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re assumed to be unknown a priori, but are related to each
ther through a pair of coupled boundary integral equations.
y the use of an elegant transformation, the pair can be turned

nto a single Fredholm integral equation for a single unknown
otential density function. The resulting integral equation is
egular, and can be inverted very efficiently using collocation
echnique.

The numerical implementation of the system of equations
escribed above has been programmed in Mathematica. The
olution was found through an iterative procedure. For any cho-
en contact radius a, a Gauss–Legendre quadrature rule was
sed, and the roots of Legendre polinomials were also employed

ig. 5. (a) Predicted variation of apparent contact modulus using a cone inden
ubstrate were both considered, as indicated. Curves indicate best fit obtained us
ata, (markers) and indentation response function fit (curve) for Berkovich nanoi
14].
odulus under any load requires very little calculation compared
ith the detailed numerical procedure described above.
A further utility of the indentation response function

pproach is in determining the limits of applicability for various
ssumptions routinely made during indentation experiments. For
xample, the tip of a pyramidal (Vickers or Berkovich) or conical
ndenter is often assumed to be sharp. However, the real observed
esponse may be strongly affected by tip blunting. Interpretation
f the results assuming the tip is sharp is likely to lead to sig-
ificant errors. Using the modelling approach described above
e have demonstrated that large inaccuracies arise unless the tip

here cases of perfect bonding and frictionless interface between coating and
e indentation response function. (b) Experimentally measured contact modulus
ation of 2.8 �m NbN coating on M304 stainless steel. Data courtesy of McGurk
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radius is less than about 1/50th of the coating thickness. If this
requirement is not observed, the coating stiffness may be over-
estimated by many tens of percent. This warning is particularly
relevant for the cases when the coating is very thin, as is often
the case for diamond-like carbon deposits and other films used
for hardness and stiffness improvement.

Fig. 5(b) serves as the final illustration of the success of the
model in describing the experimentally observed variation of
contact modulus. The markers show the data of McGurk [14]
for Berkovich nanoindentation of 2.8 �m NbN coating on M304
stainless steel, and the curve shows the model fit to the measure-
ments, exhibiting excellent agreement.

4. Discussion

In this paper an overview has been presented of an approach
to the property determination of coated systems through the sys-
tematic use of the indentation response function.

Both plasticity-dominated and elastic response cases were
considered, and experimental data from a very wide range of
industrially relevant coated systems was described. In many
systems coating cracking was observed. The presence of this
deformation mode was found to affect the parameters of the
indentation response function, in particular, the exponent X in
Eq. (14) [16]. However, even in the presence of cracking the over-
all response of most systems was still sufficiently well described
b
e
t
o

The presented consideration demonstrates the usefulness of
the proposed approach for efficient analysis of coated system
properties.
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